Gait synchronized force modulation during the stance period of one limb achieved by an active partial body weight support system.
Our purpose was to demonstrate the ability of an actively controlled partial body weight support (PBWS) system to provide gait synchronized support during the stance period of a single lower extremity while examining the affect of such a support condition on gait asymmetry. Using an instrumented treadmill and a motion capture system, we compared gait parameters of twelve healthy elderly subjects (age 65-80 years) during unsupported walking to those while walking with 20% body weight support provided during only the stance period of the right limb. Specifically, we examined peak three-dimensional ground reaction force (GRF) data and the symmetry of lower extremity sagittal plane joint angles and of time and distance parameters. A reduction in all three GRF components was observed for the supported limb during modulated support. Reductions observed in the vertical GRF were comparable to the desired 20% support level. Additionally, GRF components examined for the unsupported limb during modulated support were consistently similar to those measured during unsupported walking. Modulated support caused statistically significant increases in asymmetry for knee flexion during stance (increased 5.9%), hip flexion during late swing (increased 9.1%), and the duration of single limb support (increased 2.8%). However, the observed increases were similar or considerably less than the natural variability in the asymmetry of these parameters during unsupported walking. The ability of the active PBWS device to provide unilateral support may offer new and possibly improved applications of PBWS rehabilitation for patients with unilateral walking deficits such as hemiparesis or orthopaedic injury.